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Abstract 

 

Realistic lighting is an incredibly complex problem. All surfaces scatter light to all other 

surfaces. Realistic lighting in volumes of fog or smoke is even more complex because 

each particle absorbs and scatters light. This problem has been approximated with many 

techniques but can take hours to produce a single image. Creating these images in real-

time is an even harder problem because they need to be produced many times a second. 

Real-time lighting is important for simulating the real world. Flight simulators and 

training systems need to be able to accurately simulate adverse conditions such as fog and 

snow.  This work explores different real-time lighting effects such as bloom, airlight, 

shadows in participating media, and soft shadows. Improvements were made by 

modifying the airlight to model cone light sources, and exploring the possibility of 

creating soft shadows in participating media. The result is a more flexible lighting model 

for real-time participating media.    
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1 Introduction 
 

It is before dawn on a foggy Duluth morning. As you wait for the bus you notice how 

close the world feels, nothing is visible past a half of a block in all directions. You are 

standing underneath a street lamp which makes the air around it glow. Your shadow is 

soft if barely there. As cars approach their headlights grow from faint orbs to bright cones 

of light, leaving behind a red glow. When the bus gets close it begins to slow down. You 

shield your eyes from the bright headlights and notice how the light bleeds over the edge 

of your hand.  You climb on and settle in for your ride and try to catch a nap before your 

day begins. 

 

This foggy morning is not always a pleasant ethereal experience. It can be dangerous for 

drivers who can barely see pedestrians. If other cars forget to turn on their headlights they 

might not be visible until it is too late. Pilots have even more of a challenge when all 

visual reference fades out into a uniform gray field. Drivers and pilots could greatly 

benefit from being trained for these situations [1]. Virtual-reality and simulations can 

provide a safe environment to practice and are used to train pilots [2] and professional 

drivers, as well as study behaviors in low luminance situations [3]. These need to 

represent the environment in a realistic way. The motivation of this work was based on 

improving the interaction of fog and light in real-time. 

 

Simulating the scene described above is an incredibly complex problem. Photons are 

emitted by light sources and interact with surfaces. Some of the energy is absorbed as 
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heat, while other energy is reflected and scattered. Eventually, light from a surface point 

is bounced towards the viewer’s eye and interpreted as light and color by the brain. All 

surfaces contribute in some way to the light that illuminates one point. Every surface in 

the real world is lit by the reflections of every other surface, creating a computational 

problem of exponential growth. Realistic lighting in volumes of participating media is 

even more complex because each particle absorbs and scatters light which increases the 

complexity of fully solving the problem of light-media interaction. Accurately 

representing how light interacts in a space and reaches the eye is called the Global 

Illumination problem [4] and has been approximated with techniques such as path tracing 

[4], photon mapping [5], ray tracing [6], and radiosity [7]. However, these techniques can 

take tens of minutes to hours to produce a single image. For techniques like ray tracing to 

be usable in a system like a real-time flight simulator, images need to be produced many 

times a second. This would require speed ups of several orders of magnitude.  

 

Real-time lighting is important for simulating the real world. Flight simulators and 

training systems need to be able to accurately simulate adverse conditions such as fog and 

snow.  Accurate simulations of light are important because even cameras cannot capture 

how our eyes interpret light. These systems cannot be pre rendered like a movie either 

because they need to react on input from a user. 

 

The goal of this research is to explore different real-time lighting effects such as bloom, 

airlight, and shadows in participating media and to improve these methods by making 
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more photo-realistic images in real-time. The airlight model was improved to create cone 

light sources, and the possibility of creating soft shadows in participating media was 

explored. The result is a more flexible lighting model for real-time participating media.  

 

Discussion of real-time lighting effects and related work is in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 

discusses the details of several lighting effects. Chapter 4 discusses the results of this 

work. Chapter 5 concludes the research and presents future work.  
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2 Background 
 

2.1 The Rendering Equation and Real Time Rendering 
 

 

One of the primary goals of computer graphics is to produce photo-realistic images. This 

can be done by simulating how the light interacts with objects and travels to your eye in a 

physically accurate way. These calculations for global illumination are very complex as 

shown in the light transport equation [4]. 

                                                  

 

  

The rendering equation states that the amount of light energy transported from one point 

to another         is the sum of the intensity of light emitted from one point to another 

        and the total light scattered towards x from all other surfaces 

                         
 

 with the sum multiplied by the inverse squared of the 

distance between the two points, and zero if the two points are not visible to each other 

       . 

 

There are many attempts to solve the global illumination problem by approximating the 

rendering equation. Photon mapping [5], ray tracing [6], path tracing [4], and radiosity 

[8] are just a few of the methods which attempt to approximate a solution to the rendering 

equation. These algorithms can take minutes or hours to render. Minutes to hours to 

produce an image is not a suitable solution for real-time applications. 
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For real-time applications the goal is to produce images in 1/30
th

 – 1/60
th

 of a second, 

while still being as photo-realistic as possible. Shortcuts are taken to simplify the lighting 

calculations. The amount of light that reaches a surface can be simplified with Lambert’s 

Cosine Law [9] for which intensity of light at a surface is proportional to the angle 

between the surface normal and the light direction. Ambient light that is created from 

light bouncing around from other surfaces can be approximated by simply adding an 

ambient component to all surfaces, so nothing is completely dark. Shadows can be 

approximated by using shadow maps to compare the depth of the viewed surface to the 

depth of that position as viewed from the light source [10]. Many of these techniques do 

not attempt to solve the global illumination problem but can still produce images that 

represent the specific scenario.  

 

Complex lighting situations can also be approximated with simplified solutions. Figure 

2.1 shows a snowplow truck on a foggy day [11] [12]. The snowplow simulation was 

used for measuring reaction times of participants with various light configurations. The 

fog model approximates attenuation of light over distances by adding fog color based on 

the depth of the objects in the scene. The lights are also simplified by appearing brighter 

and less affected by the fog. This produces fast renders which are suitable for use in a 

simulation.   
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Figure 2.1 Snowplow simulation using a simplified fog and lighting model 

  

Real-time lighting models have been developed which simulate even more complex 

situations such as airlight, which is light scattered towards the viewer from surrounding 

particles [13], volumetric hard shadows in participating media [14], and real-time soft 

shadows [15]. This work will further explore these more advanced real-time lighting 

techniques. 

 

2.2 Using the GPU 
 

 

Before delving into the discussion of real-time rendering, a basic explanation of the 

graphics pipeline is required. A Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) is highly optimized for 
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vector processing, or SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) problems. This 

architecture makes the GPU ideal for graphics processing.  

 

There are a few steps to produce an image from a set of vertices. Figure 2.2 illustrates the 

rendering pipeline. First geometry is sent to the GPU as a list of vertices in world 

coordinates. The vertices are then transformed into eye coordinates, and primitives such 

as points, lines, and triangles are constructed from the vertices. The primitives are then 

projected to a 2D image in a process called rasterization [16]. 

 

There are three places where programmers can customize the pipeline beyond fixed 

functionality with C-like programs called shaders. Shaders run directly on the graphics 

hardware so are incredibly efficient. The vertex shader is the first programmable shader 

which processes each vertex, transforming it into view or eye coordinates with a matrix 

multiplication. An optional geometry shader takes the vertices and can add more 

geometry based on the input vertices. After rasterization, a final shader called the 

fragment shader processes each pixel and outputs a color for that pixel. 
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Figure 2.2 The rendering pipeline 

 

Memory on the GPU is in the form of textures or buffers, which are one, two, or three 

dimensional arrays of vectors. These vectors typically contain color values for color 

buffers, float values for depth buffers, and integer values for stencil buffers. These 
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buffers are used by the fragment shader to compute the final color buffer value. Textures 

can be leveraged to hold other kinds of information such as precomputed values for 

functions. Textures can also be a form of output from the fragment shader if the buffer to 

be rendered to an off screen buffer called a Frame Buffer Object (FBO).  

 

2.3 Post-processing effects 
 

 

No matter how well an algorithm can approximate global illumination, monitors cannot 

accurately mimic what happens with real light and our eyes. The real world contains a 

high range of light intensities; from the light of one candle to intense light from the sun. 

Monitors and other display devices have a very limited range of intensities and cannot 

accurately mimic the real world. Tone mapping is the process of converting a high-

dynamic range of luminances to a range a computer display can represent [17]. 

 

Bloom and Lens Flare are scattering effects which occur due to the scattering of high 

intensity light within the eye. A monitor cannot display light intense enough to produce 

these effects in the eyes. Instead, Bloom and Lens Flare can be added as post-processing 

effects. To achieve a post processing effect the final output from the pipeline is rendered 

off-screen into an FBO. The image in the FBO is applied to a screen filling geometry as a 

texture and sent into the pipeline again, this time with shaders which will perform the 

post-processing effect. 
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2.4 Light and Shadow 
 

 

One important effect for creating realistic scenes is shadows. Creating shadows is not as 

trivial as it may seem because they are a direct result of how the light interacts with 

surfaces. Many different techniques have been developed for creating shadows in real-

time. 

 

There are two prominent methods for casting hard shadows in real-time; shadow mapping 

[10], and shadow volumes [18]. The shadow mapping algorithm would first render the 

scene to the depth buffer from the light source's point of view. When rendering the scene 

from the eye, the depth buffer, also known as a shadow map, is used to determine if a 

point is in shadow, by comparing the value in the depth map with the distance of the point 

to the light source. If the point is farther from the light source than the value in the depth 

map than the point is in shadow. Although this method suffers from aliasing, it has been 

improved throughout the years. With techniques such as percentage-closure filtering [19], 

adaptive shadow maps [20], and perspective shadow maps [21], the resolution and 

aliasing problems have mostly been addressed. 

 

Shadow mapping produces hard shadows, but it can also produce soft shadows. Soft 

shadows are more realistic than hard shadows for several reasons. First, point lights do 

not occur in the real world.  Second, the scattering effects of particles in the atmosphere  

spread out the light to create soft or even completely diffused shadows. By using multiple 
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shadow maps generated from different light samples and interpolating the results, soft 

shadows using shadow mapping can be achieved [22]. 

 

The second major shadowing technique, first presented by Franklin C. Crow [18], uses 

shadow volumes. Shadow volumes utilize the stencil buffer and can be run on the 

graphics hardware [23]. This method first renders the scene using ambient light. On a 

second pass, the shadow volume quads are created by extruding silhouette edges away 

from the light source. A silhouette edge is defined as an edge which has one adjacent 

triangle facing the light source, and the other facing away from the light source. The 

shadow volume quads are rendered to the stencil buffer as seen from the eye. A front 

facing quad will increment the value in the stencil buffer, and a back facing quad will 

decrement the stencil buffer. On the third pass, the value of the stencil buffer is used to 

determine if a point is in shadow or not. Figure 2.3 demonstrates how the values are 

computed. A value of zero means the ray, from the eye to the point on the surface, has 

passed through an equal amount of front and back facing shadow quads; the point is lit. A 

positive value means the ray has passed into a shadow region but not out again; the point 

is in shadow. There are several situations in which these calculations must be modified, 

such as when the eye is within the shadow. The algorithm for generating hard shadows 

with shadow volumes has been made more robust by covering all of these situations [24].  
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Figure 2.3 How the stencil buffer is modified while rendering volume shadows 

 

Shadow volumes have also been pushed to create soft shadow effects. Soft shadows have 

different regions of shadow; completely lit, completely in shadow (the umbra region), 

and regions which are partially in shadow (the penumbra region).  Akenine-Moller and 

Assarsson were the first to use penumbra wedges to generate soft shadows [15]. The 

algorithm, in short, first builds penumbra wedges for each silhouette edge. Then, the hard 

shadow volume algorithm is used to determine if a point is in shadow or not. Then, if a 

point lies within a penumbra wedge, the hard shadow quad is projected into the light 

source. Based on the shape the quad creates on the light source, a coverage map is used to 

calculate how much of the source's light reaches the point. The combined values 

calculated by the coverage maps of all of the edges whose penumbra wedges cover a 

point are then used to determine the total amount of light for that point. Finally, an 
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ambient pass of the scene is combined with the shadowed scene for a finished rendering. 

This process is described in more detail in Section 3.5. 

 

2.5 Scattering 
 

 

In the real world the atmosphere is full of particles that refract, scatter, and absorb light. 

There are two types of atmospheric scattering; Rayleigh scattering, for particles smaller 

than the wavelength of light, and Mie scattering for particles larger than the wave length 

of light [25]. Rayleigh scattering is why the sky appears blue, and changes colors during 

a sunset, or far away mountains appear blue on the horizon. Mie scattering happens when 

there are large particles like mist, fog, or smoke.  Mist, fog, and smoke can be classified 

as participating media, and will be the focus of this discussion. 

 

When light enters a participating media it may either be absorbed, scattered, or it may not 

interact with any particles at all. These probabilities are defined as scattering coefficients. 

As light gets scattered or absorbed, it reduces in intensity. The combination of the 

scattering and absorption coefficients is called the extinction coefficient, or attenuation 

[26]. Figure 2.4 demonstrates what happens to light at the particle level. The light emitted 

from a particle is what is left after attenuation plus in-scattering light from other particles.  
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Figure 2.4 When light it hits a particle it is scattered, absorbed, and emitted. 
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3 Implementation 
 

This work investigates five areas of real-time lighting effects; Bloom, Airlight, 

Directional Airlight, Shadows in Participating Media, and Soft Shadows. By 

investigating past work the goal is to integrate these various systems into a more 

advanced real-time lighting system. The following sections describe each process and its 

implementation in detail. 

 

3.1 Bloom 
 

One of the ways to better represent how the eye perceives light is through glare effects. 

Glare effects happen when light enters the eyes which include lens flare and bloom [27]. 

Bloom is a glare effect caused by the scattering of bright light when it enters the eye in 

the cornea, crystalline lens, and the retina. Bloom is a very familiar effect in the real 

world. It helps to distinguish very bright objects from just moderately bright. A monitor 

however, cannot display light bright enough to cause a bloom in the eye. We can trick the 

eyes into thinking a bright spot is brighter by adding a bloom effect to a rendered image 

[27]. 

 

The bloom effect can be added after a scene is rendered by extracting the bright areas, 

blurring the extracted image, and combining the blurred image with the original render as 

shown in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1 Steps to add bloom as a post processing effect 

 

The scene must first be rendered to an off screen buffer, typically called a Frame Buffer 

Object, or FBO. The FBO is a texture that can be applied to a screen filling rectangle. On 

the next pass, that rectangle is rendered again, but only the high intensity colors (where 

the color is greater than a value of .8) are rendered. A fragment shader is used with a filter 

to leave only the brightest areas of the scene. The bright pass is again rendered to an 

FBO, but to a buffer ¼ of the size. The smaller size is to reduce the computation time 

while performing a Two-Pass Gaussian blur. The Gaussian blur function distributes the 

center texel’s color in a normal distribution to a number of surrounding texels. The 

surrounding texels define the kernel which the operations range over. For this work, we 

use a kernel size of 50 texels. By breaking the Gaussian blur into two passes, the 
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complexity is reduced from        to         . Finally, the smaller blurred image is 

combined with the original scene's render with additive blending to achieve the final 

bloom effect. 

 

Figure 3.2 shows the process along with the steps to achieve the final image. The first 

image on the bottom left is available for tone mapping, which is the process of converting 

a high-dynamic range of luminances to a range a computer display can represent [17]. 

The second image is the original scene. The third image shows the bright pass, where just 

the high intensity areas remain. The fourth and fifth images show the Two-Pass Gaussian 

Blur; first horizontal, then vertical. The sixth and final image shows the combined 

Gaussian blur and original pass giving the final bloom effect.  

 

Figure 3.2 Steps to achieve bloom with final image 
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3.2 Airlight 
 

Rendering participating media offers a different challenge than traditional surface 

shading. This is because of the way light interacts with the space as it is traveling through 

it. In computer graphics the typical approach to rendering a scene is to generate geometry 

and rasterize the vertices onto the screen as pixels based on some equation of the surface 

normal, color and light color. The problem with rendering participating media it that 

there is no simple way to geometrically represent the volume of participating media in 

which light is interacting. This is a problem because visualizations require geometry to 

produce a pixel color. 

 

Most techniques for rendering participating media are based on the radiative transfer 

equation [28]. Techniques to render effects such as multiple scattering in non-

homogeneous medium were developed as early as 1984 [29]. These were Monte Carlo 

ray tracing methods which took hours to render a single image. Speed ups were 

achievable by only accounting for a single scattering model, but these still weren't 

applicable to real time applications. 

 

A real-time solution to the problem of rendering participating media was developed in 

2005 by Sun et al. [13]. This approach reduced the complexity of the radiative transfer 

equation by only considering single-scattering and homogeneous media. Sun was also 

able to precompute two parts of the rendering equation and store the results in textures, 

which are segments of buffered memory on the graphics hardware.  
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Sun’s airlight model can be described by Figure 3.3, which shows how light is scattered 

and accumulated along the view ray.  

 

Figure 3.3 Adapted from Figure 4 in [Sun 2004], shows how light gets scattered in participating media, and how the 

airlight is accumulated along the view ray. 

 

There are two components which determine how much light, L, reaches the viewer. This 

is illustrated below:  

          

Direct transmission,   , is the amount of light that reaches the viewer directly from the 

light source which is defined in the equation below. The intensity of the light source    

diminishes as the distance between the light source and the viewer     increases.    also 

takes into account the thickness of the medium by its scattering coefficient β which 

describes how much the particles in the medium absorb light. The delta function insures 

that the light transmitted directly from the light source is accounted for.  
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The second component    takes into consideration the scattering property of the particles. 

A percentage of the light that hits a particle gets scattered and some of that scattered light 

is emitted towards the viewer. Since this is a single scattering model, the fact that light 

can be scattered from one particle to hit other particles which then absorb/scatter that 

light is not considered. This makes the equation much simpler, and in a homogeneous 

participating medium, the quality loss is minimal. This component is called the airlight as 

defined in the equation below. To calculate the airlight that reaches a viewer from a 

particular direction, the light scattered towards the viewer from all of the particles in the 

view ray must be accumulated. The airlight single scattering integral is given below: 

 

                
    
  

 
       

                

   
                

       
   

 

 

 

Where γ is the angle between the view direction and the light source,     is the distance 

between the light source (s) and the viewer (v),     is the distance between the viewer 

and the point on the surface (p), β is the scattering coefficient, or the thickness of the 

media,    is the intensity of the light source, 
  

  
 is the isotropic phase function of the 

medium which describes how the particles scatter the light normalized over the sphere.  

  

Sun et al. [13] reduce the airlight single scattering integral into two texture lookups by 
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breaking it up into two parts. Each part can be fit into a special function,  

                
 

 

   

Where        and     
 

 
.  F is a well behaved 2d function, thus is a good 

candidate for storage in a 2d texture. The reason for this is that the function is smooth, so 

when the texture lookup uses a linear interpolation to figure out the value, the error rate is 

minimal. Sun et al. found a 64x64 texture was sufficient with an error rate of 2%.   

 

The final equation for    follows; 

                        
 

 
 

 

 
       

           

       
        

 

 
   

With    and    as 

             
     

        

         
 

                    

where     is the optical thickness between the source and the viewer, and     is the 

optical thickness between the viewer and the surface point. Details on the derivation of 

this equation can be found in [13]. 

 

In Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 we can see the airlight model put into practice. The airlight 

appears as scattered light around the light source.  
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Figure 3.4 The scattering of light around a light source in participating media produces airlight. 

 
 

Figure 3.5 Two lights in participating media with scattered airlight around the light sources. 
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3.3 Directional Airlight 
 

The airlight model presented in Sun et al. works well for isotropic, or point, light sources. 

Point light sources, however, do not exist in the real world, but are used in scenes as a 

simplified light source. Cone light sources such as street lamps, flashlights, and car 

headlights, are a more practical light source which could be added to simulations such as 

the snow plow simulation shown in Figure 2.1. Cone light sources have a direction, 

where point light sources are omni-directional. The directional property of a cone light 

source can be used to modify the existing model for a more specialized light source. 

 

Because the calculation of the airlight is based on the angle between the light source and 

the viewing ray, the equation can be modified to take a light’s direction into account. 

Consider Figure 3.6,  

 

Figure 3.6 To account for the light's direction in calculating the airlight, use the angle between the light direction and 

the orthogonal to the view direction (Epsilon) to vary the intensity of the airlight. 
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To simulate a directional light source, the airlight needs to be more intense as the view 

vector passes close to the light’s direction. The angle between the orthogonal of the view 

ray to the light source and the light direction can be used. This angle is called ε. As ε 

increases towards     the airlight intensity will decrease to zero. This is achieved by 

multiplying the final airlight intensity by the cosine of ε. Figure 3.7 demonstrates how the 

orthogonal to the view rays (seen here as projecting into the diagram) relate to the angle 

ε. 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Example showing how ε changes with the view ray direction 

 

Figure 3.8 demonstrates the achieved effect with two colored lights shining on a cow 

model.  
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Figure 3.8 Two directional lights with adjusted airlight. 
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3.4 Shadows in Participating Media 
 

When light falls on an object, that object casts a shadow. The real-time lighting model 

needs to include shadows to better model the real world. Wyman and Ramsey developed 

an interactive shadowing model for participating media in 2008 [14].Their model uses a 

hybrid of shadow volumes and ray marching to accumulate the airlight.  

 

The idea behind their hybrid model is to only include the areas not within the shadow 

volume to accumulate the airlight. This means breaking apart the modified airlight single 

scattering integral that was developed by Sun et al. to integrate over distances on the ray 

that fall outside of the shadows. The equation below and Figure 3.9 show the situation 

where there are three illuminated segments along the view ray. 

               
  

 

         
  

  

        
  

  

  

 

 

Figure 3.9 The view ray is divided into lit segments. 
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The algorithm for this model uses four passes. First, render the scene from the light 

source’s view as the shadow map. Second, render the shadow volume geometry saving 

the front most and back most distances in a 3 dimensional texture. Next render the scene 

with a simple exponential attenuation, similar to the fog model in the snowplow 

simulation shown in Figure 2.1. For the fourth pass, render the airlight using the original 

airlight model for view rays that do not intersect shadow volumes, and ray march the 

view rays with shadow volumes. This step requires lookups to the shadow volume 

distances to figure out the space to march along. While marching along that section use 

the shadow map to identify the lit areas between the front most and back most 

boundaries. Finally combine the attenuated scene and the airlight to get the final image. 

This process is illustrated in Figure 3.10. 
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Figure 3.10 Algorithm for hybrid shadow volumes and ray marching technique. 

 

For optimization, the scattering step can be rendered at a smaller size. The added blurred 

effect from rendering a smaller image is justified by Wyman as helping to smooth out the 

edges of the shadow volume. Because this is also only a single scattering model, the 

blurring helps to simulate the effects of multiple scattering to make the shadows volume 

edges softer. Figure 3.11 shows a screenshot from Wyman’s demo [14]. The shadow 

volumes appear softer on the edges because of the blurring of the scattering step, but the 

shadow on the ground is crisp.  
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Figure 3.11 Screenshot of shadows in participating media [14]  

 

3.5 Creating Soft Shadows 
 

Adding soft shadows is an integral part of creating a realistic scene. Soft shadows are 

created from the way light bounces off of every surface to propagate light onto surfaces 

that may not be in direct line of sight to the light source. This effect is also caused by 

atmospheric scattering, such as from particles in a participating media. Single scattering 

methods cannot accurately model this effect because of the added complexity. An 

existing geometry-based soft-shadowing model developed by Assarsson and Akenine-

Moller in 2003 could be combined with Wyman’s work [14] to create soft surface 

shadows. Because of the geometric basis for the soft shadowing model and the ray-

marching technique, it could be further combined to create visible penumbra regions in 

the airlight model. 
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The Assarsson and Akenine-Moller method is based on area light sources, like a 

rectangular overhead light. Here, area lights are represented by textured rectangles. There 

are several steps involved in creating soft shadows using this method. First a 

precomputed texture is generated to map out all of the possible light contributions to a 

surface based on how much of the light source is seen by a point. This needs to only 

happen once because the texture can be saved and reused in future runs. Then penumbra 

wedges are created for each silhouette edge; an edge which borders both a lit and an unlit 

triangle. Once all of the penumbra wedges are created, the scene can be rendered. If a 

point on a surface falls in a penumbra wedge, it receives a percentage of the light, which 

have been precomputed and stored in a texture. The texture lookup is based on how the 

edge whose penumbra wedge the point lies in gets projected into the light source from the 

surface point [15]. The following section illustrates this process in more detail. 

 

3.5.1 Generating the Light Contribution Texture  
 

The first step for creating soft shadows is to generate the light contribution texture. This 

is a four dimensional texture which acts as a look up table for precomputed light 

contribution values;                                      , where            

represent the coordinates of the edge vertices as projected onto a 2d light source. Light 

contribution is a measurement for how much of the light is visible from a point when a 

silhouette edge covers part of it. 

 

The main idea is to store all of the light contributions for all of the possible edge 
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projections. Figure 3.12 shows one possible edge projection. A portion of the light source 

is covered by the edge’s shadow quad. 

 

Figure 3.12 one possible edge projection 

 

The calculations of light contribution can take some time because the final value is the 

average of all of the visible texels on the light source. This means, for a w*h light source 

texture, a w
2
 by h

2
 texture would be used to store the precomputed values. So for every 

edge point A on the light source and every other corresponding edge point B, there will 

be a value storing the light contribution. 

 

When an edge is projected onto the light source it is defined by its two edge points. 

Figure 3.12 shows and example projection of an edge onto a light source. The region 

covered by the edge and its shadow quad is defined by the edge line and the lines 
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extending from the center of the light source through each of the edge's points.  

To calculate the amount of light not covered by the edge projection, examine each texel 

on the light source and figure out if it is covered or not. For example, there exists an edge 

with points A and B, and center point C. Texel p is in the region covered by the shadow 

quad as determined with the following logic: 

 

p is in the covered region 

if p is not on the same side of line        as C, and 

p is on the same side of line        as A, and 

p is on the same side of line         as B. 

 

A point can be determined as on the same side of a line as another point with the dot 

products of the vectors created by each point with a point on the line and the vector 

perpendicular to the line. If the dot products have the same sign, the points are on the 

same side of the line. 

 

The final texture structure is divided into four dimensions; (          

        ). For example, a 4D coordinates as projected onto a 16 x 16 light source texture 

may be (0, 4, 8, 8). The first two coordinates represent the block row and column into the 

final 4D texture. This coordinate is edge A’s x and y value when projected on the light 

source. The third and fourth coordinates are indices into the block, and are based on edge 

B’s x and y values. These coordinates are later converted into a valid 2D texture lookup 
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which is 2 values between 0 and 1.  

 

The texture only needs to be generated once, so it is saved as a PNG file to be loaded into 

the scene. This texture and its structure are shown in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 3.13 Edge Point A's indexing into the light contribution texture 
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Figure 3.14 Edge Point B's indexing into a block 

 

3.5.2 Wedge Construction 
 

The next step is to render the scene. The steps that follow occur for every frame. First the 

silhouette edges are identified and the penumbra wedges are created. This is done in a 

geometry shader, one edge at a time; by projecting the opposite sides of the light through 

the edge. The following illustrates the steps for building penumbra wedges.  

 

The basic idea is to create the four planes that make up the penumbra wedge so that, if 

extended towards the light source, the planes just barely touch the outermost vertices of 

the light. A plane is represented by a normal vector and a point. The normal vectors can 

be found by taking the cross product of two vectors that lie on the plane. First gather the 
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vectors which lie on the planes. The right and left planes each only touch one edge point 

and one point on the light source. The second vector needed for the left and right planes 

can be the vector perpendicular to both the edge, and the direction from the center of the 

edge to the light source. This can make one set of plane defining vectors. The front and 

back planes also only touch one point on the light source, but lie along the edge. This 

gives us the second set of plane defining vectors. Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 illustrate 

how the vectors are created. 

 

 

Figure 3.15 the vectors used to create the left and right planes of the wedge 
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Figure 3.16 the vectors used to create the front and back planes of the wedge 

 

To find the front plane’s normal          take the cross product of the two vectors which are 

known to lie on the plane,          and         . Similarly, the other planes can be found by taking 

the cross product of the vectors which lie on them. 

                             

                              

                                

                                 

 

With the planes now defined, the next step to build the penumbra wedge is to find the 

intersection of the planes. These intersects will define the edges of the penumbra quads as 

shown in Figure 3.17. Then find the vectors which define on the intersection of the 

planes. The intersect is parallel the planes’ normals 
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Figure 3.17 finding the intersect of two planes. 

The intersections of the planes are used to build the geometry that makes up the wedge. 

Figure 3.18 shows an example scene with a triangular light source, a single edge, and the 

vectors used to create the wedge. 

 

Figure 3.18 A simple scene with one edge’s wedge. 
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3.5.3 Projecting the point into the light source 
 

 

The final scene can be rendered once all the wedges are constructed. If a point lies within 

a penumbra wedge, then it is neither in full shadow or full light. Instead the point receives 

some percentage of light depending on the light's visibility. To find the light's visibility 

project the edge whose penumbra wedge the point is within towards the light source. The 

edge and the corresponding hard shadow quad cover up some portion of the light source. 

The light contribution has already been computed, so look up the precomputed value 

from the saved 4D texture.  

 

To look up the light contribution, project the edge into the light source from the surface 

point. Each of the edges’ vertices will project onto a location on the light source. This 

location is a two dimensional coordinate which is then used with its partner’s projection 

to look up the light contribution from the coverage texture. To do this, translate the point 

and the edge into light space (so the center of the light is at the origin.) Then use similar 

triangles to find the 2D projection onto the light source. This projection is translated from 

world coordinates into texture coordinates that are used for the lookup.  

 

Transforming the edge and surface point into light space is a simple transformation.  

Build a transform matrix which will translate the light source to the origin. This is just a 

translation matrix built from the negative of the light’s position coordinates. Then this 

translation gets applied to each of the edge vertices and the surface point. A simpler 
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solution is to just subtract the vector of the light’s position from each of the edge vertices 

and surface point positions.  

 

Once in the light’s coordinate space, the goal is to find the 2D coordinates of the edges 

projection onto the light source. Figure 3.19 shows a 2D version of the problem, finding 

the x coordinate of the projection onto the light source. 

 

Figure 3.19 A 2D example of finding the projection's coordinates on the light source. 

 

To find the 2D coordinates of the projection, first find the right triangle whose 

hypotenuse is the line between the point on the surface and the edge;       –   . The 

vector h is the difference between point p and edge vertex e. Once the vector h is found 

its components are the corresponding edges on our right triangle. Then use the ratio of the 

height of the triangle to the vertical component of the point. This vertical component is 

the height between the point on the surface and the light source’s plane. Once this ratio 

has been found, multiply it by the horizontal component of the right triangle, and subtract 
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the surface point’s horizontal component to find the horizontal projection onto the light 

source. Do this for each of the horizontal components (x, z) for each of the edge vertices 

(     ) to get world space projection coordinates.  

                   
         

      
 

                   
         

      
 

 

Next convert the 4D world coordinates, (                               

                                ), into a 2D texture coordinate to lookup the light 

contribution. First scale the coordinates by the length of the light source so they fall from 

-.5 to .5. This is done because texture coordinates need to be between 0 and 1. So for a 

light that is 2 units long, the length component of the 4D coordinates need to be divided 

by 2. The second step for converting is to shift the coordinates by .5 so they are between 

0 and 1. Now the four components are suitable for texture coordinates. The next step is to 

transform the 4D lookup into a 2D lookup. This is necessary because there is only a 

native representation of 1D, 2D, and 3D textures in OpenGL. A 4D texture is really a d x 

d grid of d x d textures. Texture coordinates need to be between 0 and 1, not 0 and d
2
. The 

horizontal texture coordinate s can be found with  

   
              

  
 

                      

 
 

   is the width in pixels of the lookup texture. The vertical texture coordinate t can be 

found using the y components of the edge projections.  
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For all of the edges casting wedges on that point, the light visible to the point is the sum 

of the individual light contribution measurements for each edge.  A point may fall under 

several penumbra wedges. Light contributions are either added or subtracted from the 

original amount of light depending on if the point falls within the hard shadow volume or 

not. Figure 3.20 shows an example of how the hard shadow volume is used.  

 

 

Figure 3.20 Point b on the surface is in the Umbra region, and not in any penumbra wedges, so it is fully in shadow. 

Point a is in the Hard Shadow Volume and a Penumbra wedge, so the light contribution is added to the final result. 

Point c is outside of the hard shadow volume, but inside of a penumbra wedge, so the light contribution is subtracted 

from the final result. 

 

To summarize the process of generating soft shadows, the generation of the light 

contribution texture is only calculated once so the values can be looked up instead of 

calculated for every point every frame. To determine whether a point is in the penumbra 

region or not, the penumbra wedges are built based on the silhouette edges and the 
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geometry of the light source. The final light amount received by a point can be looked up  

and used to create soft shadows on a surface.   
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4 Results 
 

This work has explored several real-time lighting models. Each lighting model 

contributes to improving the photo-realism of complex scenes while also achieving 

interactive frame rates. The renders were of a cow model with 9412 vertices produced at 

a 1920 x 1080 resolution on an AMD Phenom II X4 940 3.00 GHz CPU with an NVIDIA 

GeForce GTX 460 and 4 GB RAM. Below is a simple Lambertian cosine model (Figure 

4.1,) and the bloom post-processing effect (Figure 4.2.) 

 

 

Figure 4.1 A simple Lambertian Cosine model 1540 frames per second (fps) 
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Figure 4.2 Bloom post-processing effect 460 fps 

 

The Bloom post-processing effect produces renders which appear brighter than a monitor 

at interactive frame rates of 460 fps. The bright pass and Gaussian blur shaders can be 

found in Appendix A.  

 

Figure 4.3 shows the point light airlight model which runs at 380 fps. The direction light 

airlight model in Figure 4.4 achieves frame rates of 290 fps. The shaders for the point 

light airlight and directional airlight can be found in Appendix B. 
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Figure 4.3 Point light airlight model 380 fps 

 

Figure 4.4 Directional light airlight model 290 fps 
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This work’s improvements to the airlight model by adding a directional component can 

be directly compared to an image taken from the real world. Below are three images. The 

first is the original airlight model (Figure 4.5) [13]. The second image is a photo of an 

actual street lamp taken in 2009 by Geoff McNamara (Figure 4.6) [30]. The third image 

is the improved airlight model with a directional component Figure 4.7. The directional 

airlight is an improvement over the point-light airlight model as it more accurately 

represents real-world light sources.  

 

 

Figure 4.5 Original airlight model [13] 
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Figure 4.6 Photo of a street lamp in fog [30] 

 

 

Figure 4.7 The improved airlight with directional component 
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Another goal of this work was to achieve interactive frame rates for the explored lighting 

models. For frame rates to be interactive, they should be greater than 30 frames per 

second (fps). Table 1 shows the frames rates for Lambertian shading, bloom, point light 

airlight, and directional airlight, with a simple model with. As the complexity of the 

lighting model increases, the frame rates decrease, but are still well into the range of 

interactive frame rates.  

 

  

Frames Per Second 

(fps) 

Lambertian Shading 1540 

Bloom 460 

Point Light Airlight 380 

Directional Airlight 260 

 

Table 1 Timings for different lighting models 

 

One piece that makes these methods work at interactive frames rates is the storage of 

precomputed values in textures. In Section 3, it was necessary to precompute the light 

contributions for all possible projections of an edge onto a light source. Generating the 

coverage map for soft shadows takes some time. A 16 x 16 light texture will produce a 

256 x 256 coverage map as shown in Figure 4.8. A 32 x 32 light texture will produce a 

1024 x 1024 coverage map etc. Table 2 compares the time to produce coverage maps for 

multiple light sources.       
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Light Texture size Coverage map size Time to produce (s) 

32 x 32 1024 x 1024 1663 

16 x 16 256 x 256 26 

 

Table 2 Timings for generating coverage texture 

                              

 
Figure 4.8 A 16 x 16 light texture produces a 256 x 256 coverage map 
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Figure 4.8 A 32 x 32 light source texture produces a 1024 x 1024 coverage map (seen here at 30% actual size) 

 

 

Penumbra wedges are created programmatically each frame. This process utilizes a 

geometry shader to modify the existing geometry in the scene. This geometry shader can 

be found in Appendix C. 
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5 Conclusion and Future Work 
 

 

This work has explored several techniques of real-time lighting, and improved the airlight 

model for use with cone light sources. There are several areas for future work. The 

precomputation of coverage maps is a highly parallel problem. The generation of these 

textures could be optimized with extensions (CUDA) which run directly on the GPU 

[31].  

 

Further investigation could be given to the area of soft shadows in participating media. 

The principals learned in creating soft shadows with geometry can be applied to the ray 

marching techniques to achieve soft shadows in participating media. This will be more 

realistic than hard shadows for several reasons. First, point lights do not occur in the real 

world.  Second, the scattering effects of fog would spread out the light to create soft or 

even completely diffused shadows. Figure 5.1 shows a conceptual combination of the 

shadows in participating media and penumbra wedges. 
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Figure 5.1 Preliminary concept of combining soft shadow volumes with shadows in participating media 

 

Another area for further investigation is to extend the manipulation of the airlight model 

to represent area lights such as monitors or vehicle lights. Combined with soft shadows in 

participating media, this could produce a very powerful real time lighting system.  
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Appendix A 
 

 

Bright Pass Fragment Shader 
 

uniform sampler2D textureSampler; 

 

void main() 

{ 

 vec3 texturedColor = vec3 (texture2D (textureSampler, 

gl_TexCoord[0].st)); 

 

 /*************************/ 

 /* if the value is less than 1 clamp to zero */ 

 float amount = 0.8;  

 texturedColor -= amount; 

 

 texturedColor = max(texturedColor, vec3(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)); 

 

 

 /* scale the rest of the values to between 0 and 1 */ 

 texturedColor = texturedColor/(1-amount);  

 

 gl_FragColor = vec4(texturedColor.rgb, 0.0); 

 

} 

 

Horizontal Gaussian Blur Fragment Shader 

 
uniform sampler2D textureSampler; 

 

uniform float texelWidth; 

 

void main() 

{ 

vec3 texturedColor = vec3 (texture2D (textureSampler, 

gl_TexCoord[0].st)); 

 

 float i = 0.0;  

 float weight = 0.0; 

 float radius = 50.0; // kernel size 

 float sigma = 5.0; 

float num = exp(-i*i/(2.0*sigma*sigma))-exp(-

radius*radius/(2.0*sigma*sigma)); // Gaussian curve 

 

 for( i = -radius; i <= radius; i += 1.0){ 

  weight = exp(-i*i/(2.0*sigma*sigma))- 

exp(-radius*radius/(2.0*sigma*sigma));  

texturedColor += vec3 (texture2D (textureSampler, 

gl_TexCoord[0].st + vec2(i*texelWidth, 0)))*weight;   

  num += weight; 

 } 
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 texturedColor = texturedColor/num;    

 

 gl_FragColor = vec4 (texturedColor.rgb, 1.0); 

 

} 

 

Vertical Gaussian Blur Fragment Shader 
 

uniform sampler2D textureSampler; 

 

uniform float texelHeight; 

 

void main() 

{ 

 

vec3 texturedColor = vec3 (texture2D (textureSampler, 

gl_TexCoord[0].st)); 

 

 float i = 0.0;  

 float weight = 0.0; 

 float radius = 50.0; 

 float sigma = 5.0; 

float num = exp(-i*i/(2.0*sigma*sigma))-exp(-

radius*radius/(2.0*sigma*sigma)); 

 

 for( i = -radius; i <= radius; i += 1.0){ 

  weight = exp(-i*i/(2.0*sigma*sigma))- 

exp(-radius*radius/(2.0*sigma*sigma));  

texturedColor += vec3 (texture2D (textureSampler, 

gl_TexCoord[0].st + vec2(0, i*texelHeight)))*weight;   

  num += weight; 

 } 

 texturedColor = texturedColor/num;    

 

 gl_FragColor = vec4 (texturedColor.rgb, 1.0); 

 

} 
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Appendix B 
 

Point Light Source Airlight Fragment Shader 
 

const float PI = 3.14159; 

const float ONE_OVER_PI = 1.0/PI; 

 

uniform sampler2D textureSampler; 

uniform sampler2D F; 

uniform sampler2D G0; 

uniform sampler2D GN; 

 

uniform vec4 ViewPosition; 

uniform vec3 LightPosition; 

 

varying vec3 N, L, H, R, V, Position, LightPos, LightColor; 

varying vec3 L2, H2, LightPos2, LightColor2; 

varying float Dsv; 

varying float Dsv2; 

 

 

float A0(float I0, float beta, float fDsv, float gamma){ 

 

return (beta * I0 * exp(-beta*fDsv*cos(gamma))) / (2.0 * PI * fDsv 

* sin (gamma)); 

}  

 

float A1(float beta, float fDsv, float gamma){ 

 

    return beta * fDsv * sin(gamma); 

} 

 

float AirLight(float lightIntensity, 

        float beta, 

        float fDsv, 

        float Dvp, 

        float gammasv, 

        float f_XOffset, 

        float f_XScale, 

        float f_YOffset, 

        float f_YScale){ 

 

    float u = A1(beta, fDsv, gammasv); 

 

    float v1 = 0.25 * PI + 0.5 * atan( (Dvp - fDsv * cos(gammasv)) 

 / (fDsv * sin(gammasv))); 

    float v2 = 0.5 * gammasv; 

 

vec4 f_1 = texture2D( F, vec2( (v1 - f_XOffset) * f_XScale, (u - 

f_YOffset) * f_YScale)); 

vec4 f_2 = texture2D( F, vec2( (v2 - f_XOffset) * f_XScale, (u - 

f_YOffset) * f_YScale)); 
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    return A0(lightIntensity, beta, fDsv, gammasv) * (f_1.x - f_2.x); 

 

} 

 

float Diffuse(float lightIntensity, 

       float beta, 

       float Kd, 

       float Dsp, 

       float Dvp, 

       float thetas, 

       float g_0XOffset, 

       float g_0XScale, 

       float g_0YOffset, 

       float g_0YScale) { 

 

    float t1 = exp(-beta * Dsp) * max (cos (thetas), 0) / Dsp; 

    vec4 t2 = beta * texture2D( G0, vec2( (beta * Dsp - g_0XOffset) * 

    g_0XScale,(thetas - g_0YOffset) * g_0YScale)) / (2.0 * PI); 

     

    return (t1 + t2.x) * exp( -beta * Dvp) * Kd * lightIntensity/ Dsp; 

} 

 

float Specular(float lightIntensity, 

        float beta, 

        float Ks, 

        float Dsp, 

        float Dvp, 

        float thetas_, 

        float g_20XOffset, 

        float g_20XScale, 

        float g_20YOffset, 

        float g_20YScale){ 

 

    float t1 = exp( -beta * Dsp) * pow( max( cos( thetas_), 0), 20) 

 / Dsp; 

    vec4 t2 = beta * texture2D( GN, vec2( (beta * Dsp - g_20XOffset)  

* g_20XScale, (thetas_-g_20YOffset) * g_20YScale)) / (2.0 * PI); 

     

    return (t1 + t2.x) * exp( -beta * Dvp) * Ks * lightIntensity / Dsp; 

} 

 

vec4 CalcForLight(float beta, 

    float fDsv, 

    vec3 LPos, 

    vec3 LightDir,  

    vec3 LColor){ 

 

    // Tsv - optical thickness between source and veiwer (B*Dsv) 

    float Tsv = beta*fDsv;     

    // y - angle between light source and viewing ray 

    vec3 viewToLight = normalize(LPos); 

    vec3 viewToPoint = normalize(Position); 

    float gamma = acos(dot(viewToLight, viewToPoint)); 

    //float yp = 1/y; 
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    // Dvp - Distance between viewer and closest surface point 

    float Dvp = length(Position); 

    // Tvp - Optical Thickness between viewer and surface point (B*Dvp) 

    float Tvp = beta * Dvp; 

    // Os - angle of incidence - direction to light source (from  

 the normal) 

    float thetas = acos(dot(LightDir, N)); 

    // O's - angle between light source and reflection of viewing angle 

    vec3 RV = reflect(V, N); 

 

    float thetas_ = acos(dot(LightDir, RV)); 

    // Dsp - ditance between light source and surface point 

    float Dsp = length(Position - LPos); 

    // Tsp - optical thickness between source and surface point 

    float Tsp = beta * Dsp; 

    // Phong exponent - the smaller, the larger the "bright spot" 

    float n = 10; 

 

    float lightIntensity = 10.0; 

 

    float airlight = AirLight(lightIntensity, beta, fDsv, Dvp, gamma,  

 0, 1.0/ (PI/2.0), 0, 1.0 /2.0); 

 

    float Kd = 1.0; 

 

    float diffuse = Diffuse(lightIntensity, beta, Kd, Dsp, Dvp, thetas, 

 0, 1.0/2.0, 0, 1.0 / PI); 

 

    float Ks = 1.0; 

 

    float specular = Specular(lightIntensity, beta, Ks, Dsp, Dvp,  

 thetas_, 0, 1.0/2.0, 0, 1.0 / PI); 

 

    return vec4(LColor.r*(diffuse + airlight + specular),  

  LColor.g*(diffuse + airlight + specular), 

  LColor.b*(diffuse + airlight + specular), 0); 

} 

 

void main() 

{ 

    vec3 glcolor = gl_FrontMaterial.diffuse.xyz; 

    vec3 color = vec3 (texture2D (textureSampler, gl_TexCoord[1].st)); 

 

    vec3 texcolor = color; 

 

    glcolor = glcolor - clamp((ceil(texcolor.r) + ceil(texcolor.g) 

 + ceil(texcolor.b)), 0.0, 1.0); 

    color = glcolor + color; 

     

    // Dsv - distance between source and veiwer. 

    // scatter - Beta -scattering coefficient 

    float beta = 0.14; 

 

    vec4 light0Color = CalcForLight(beta, Dsv, LightPos, L,  
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 LightColor); 

    vec4 light1Color = CalcForLight(beta, Dsv2, LightPos2, L2,  

 LightColor2); 

 

    gl_FragColor =  light0Color + light1Color; 

} 

 

Directional Light Source Fragment Shader 

 
const float PI = 3.14159; 

const float ONE_OVER_PI = 1.0/PI; 

 

uniform sampler2D textureSampler; 

uniform sampler2D F; 

uniform sampler2D G0; 

uniform sampler2D GN; 

 

uniform vec4 ViewPosition; 

uniform vec3 LightPosition; 

 

uniform float opticalThickness; 

 

varying vec3 N, L, H, R, V, Position, LightPos, LightColor, 

LightDirection1; 

varying vec3 L2, H2, LightPos2, LightColor2, LightDirection2; 

varying float Dsv; 

varying float Dsv2; 

 

 

float A0(float I0, float beta, float fDsv, float gamma){ 

 

    return (beta * I0 * exp(-beta*fDsv*cos(gamma))) 

 / (2.0 * PI * fDsv * sin (gamma)); 

}  

 

float A1(float beta, float fDsv, float gamma){ 

 

    return beta * fDsv * sin(gamma); 

} 

 

float AirLight(float lightIntensity, 

 

        float beta, 

        float fDsv, 

        float Dvp, 

        float gammasv, 

        float f_XOffset, 

        float f_XScale, 

        float f_YOffset, 

        float f_YScale){ 

 

    float u = A1(beta, fDsv, gammasv); 

 

    float v1 = 0.25 * PI + 0.5 * atan( (Dvp - fDsv * cos(gammasv))  
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/ (fDsv * sin(gammasv))); 

    float v2 = 0.5 * gammasv; 

 

    vec4 f_1 = texture2D( F, vec2( (v1 - f_XOffset) * f_XScale,  

(u - f_YOffset) * f_YScale)); 

    vec4 f_2 = texture2D( F, vec2( (v2 - f_XOffset) * f_XScale,  

(u - f_YOffset) * f_YScale)); 

 

    return A0(lightIntensity, beta, fDsv, gammasv) * (f_1.x - f_2.x); 

 

} 

 

float Diffuse(float lightIntensity, 

       float beta, 

       float Kd, 

       float Dsp, 

       float Dvp, 

       float thetas, 

       float g_0XOffset, 

       float g_0XScale, 

       float g_0YOffset, 

       float g_0YScale) { 

 

    float t1 = exp(-beta * Dsp) * max (cos (thetas), 0) / Dsp; 

    vec4 t2 = beta * texture2D( G0, vec2( (beta * Dsp - g_0XOffset)  

* g_0XScale, (thetas - g_0YOffset) * g_0YScale)) / (2.0 * PI); 

     

    return (t1 + t2.x) * exp( -beta * Dvp) * Kd * lightIntensity/ Dsp; 

} 

 

float Specular(float lightIntensity, 

        float beta, 

        float Ks, 

        float Dsp, 

        float Dvp, 

        float thetas_, 

        float g_20XOffset, 

        float g_20XScale, 

        float g_20YOffset, 

        float g_20YScale){ 

 

    float t1 = exp( -beta * Dsp) * pow( max( cos( thetas_), 0), 20)  

/ Dsp; 

    vec4 t2 = beta * texture2D( GN, vec2( (beta * Dsp - g_20XOffset)  

* g_20XScale, (thetas_-g_20YOffset) * g_20YScale)) / (2.0 * PI); 

     

    return (t1 + t2.x) * exp( -beta * Dvp) * Ks * lightIntensity / Dsp; 

} 

 

vec4 CalcForLight(float beta, 

    float fDsv, 

    vec3 LPos, 

    vec3 LightDir,  

    vec3 LColor,  
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    vec3 lightDirection){ 

 

    // Tsv - optical thickness between source and veiwer (B*Dsv) 

    float Tsv = beta*fDsv;     

    // y - angle between light source and viewing ray 

    vec3 viewToLight = normalize(LPos); 

    vec3 viewToPoint = normalize(Position); 

    vec3 lightToPoint = normalize(LPos - Position); 

 

    float gamma = acos(dot(viewToLight, viewToPoint)); 

 

    /**** 

  for direction 

  kappa = angle between source-viewer vector and light direction 

  epsilon = angle between source-point vector and light direction 

    *****/ 

 

    float kappa = acos(dot(viewToLight, lightDirection)); 

 

    float epsilon = acos(dot(lightToPoint, lightDirection)); 

 

 

    //float yp = 1/y; 

    // Dvp - Distance between viewer and closest surface point 

    float Dvp = length(Position); 

    // Tvp - Optical Thickness between viewer and surface point (B*Dvp) 

    float Tvp = beta * Dvp; 

    // Os - angle of incidence - direction to light source (from the  

 normal) 

    float thetas = acos(dot(LightDir, N)); 

    // O's - angle between light source and reflection of viewing angle 

    vec3 RV = reflect(V, N); 

 

    float thetas_ = acos(dot(LightDir, RV)); 

    // Dsp - distance between light source and surface point 

    float Dsp = length(Position - LPos); 

    // Tsp - optical thickness between source and surface point 

    float Tsp = beta * Dsp; 

    // Phong exponent - the smaller, the larger the "bright spot" 

    float n = 10; 

 

    float lightIntensity = 10.0; 

 

    float airlight = AirLight(lightIntensity, beta, fDsv, Dvp, gamma,  

 0, 1.0/ (PI/2.0), 0, 1.0 /2.0); 

 

    /***** 

   for direction, scale airlight amount by angle between the light  

direction 

   and the orthogonal to the viewing ray from the light. 

     *****/ 

     

    vec3 orthogonal = viewToLight - viewToPoint; 
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    float orthogmag = length(orthogonal); 

 

    /***** 

   angle between the orthogonal and the light direction 

    ******/ 

 

    float lambda = acos(dot(normalize(orthogonal), lightDirection)); 

 

    lambda = pow(max(cos(kappa), 0), 4) + max(cos(lambda), 0); 

 

    airlight = airlight * lambda; 

 

    float Kd = 1.0; 

 

    float diffuse = Diffuse(lightIntensity, beta, Kd, Dsp, Dvp, thetas,  

 0, 1.0/2.0, 0, 1.0 / PI); 

 

    float Ks = 1.0; 

 

    float specular = Specular(lightIntensity, beta, Ks, Dsp, Dvp,  

 thetas_, 0, 1.0/2.0, 0, 1.0 / PI); 

 

    return vec4(LColor.r*(diffuse + airlight + specular),  

      LColor.g*(diffuse + airlight + specular), 

      LColor.b*(diffuse + airlight + specular), 0); 

     

} 

 

void main() 

{ 

    vec3 glcolor = gl_FrontMaterial.diffuse.xyz; 

    vec3 color = vec3 (texture2D (textureSampler, gl_TexCoord[1].st)); 

 

    vec3 texcolor = color; 

 

    glcolor = glcolor - clamp((ceil(texcolor.r) + ceil(texcolor.g)  

+ ceil(texcolor.b)), 0.0, 1.0); 

    color = glcolor + color; 

     

    // Dsv - distance between source and viewer. 

    // scatter - Beta -scattering coefficient 

    float beta = opticalThickness; 

 

    vec4 light0Color = CalcForLight(beta, Dsv, LightPos, L, LightColor,  

LightDirection1); 

    vec4 light1Color = CalcForLight(beta, Dsv2, LightPos2, L2,  

 LightColor2, LightDirection2); 

 

    gl_FragColor = light0Color + light1Color; 

 

} 
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Appendix C 
 

Geometry Shader for Building Penumbra Wedges 
  
#version 120 

#extension GL_EXT_geometry_shader4 : enable 

 

// These are the points that define the area light's geometry (entered 

manually in the scene file) 

uniform float test; 

uniform vec3 light1; 

uniform vec3 light2; 

uniform vec3 light3; 

uniform vec3 light4; 

 

uniform vec3 viewPosition; 

 

// These will hold the values for the edge points and the point between 

them 

// These are used to hold the values of gl_TexCoordIn.xyz 

vec3 edge1;      

vec3 edge2; 

  // These will be used to set gl_TexCoord 

vec4 edge1Tex; 

vec4 edge2Tex; 

// These will be used to set gl_Position 

varying vec4 edge1Pos;   

varying vec4 edge2Pos; 

vec3 centerOfEdge; 

 

// This is the vector defining the edge that is perpendicular to the 

actual edge  

// and the vector to the light source 

vec3 perpEdge; 

 

// These vectors will define the four wedge planes as their normals 

vec3 backPlaneVec; 

vec3 frontPlaneVec; 

vec3 e1Vec; 

vec3 e2Vec; 

 

vec4 E1Verts[3]; // The array of veritices to draw. Draw back facing 

first, then front facing. 

vec4 E2Verts[3]; 

vec4 FrontVerts[4]; 

vec4 BackVerts[4]; 

 

float facing[4];      // E1, E2, Front and Back plane facings. 0 for 

back, 1 for front   

 

 

vec4 drawEdge2(float diff, vec3 dir){ 

 if(diff < 0){ 
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  // move the farther point up to the closer point 

  return vec4( (gl_TexCoordIn[1][5].xyz + diff*dir), 1 );  

 } else { 

  return gl_TexCoordIn[1][5]; 

 } 

} 

 

vec4 drawEdge1(float diff, vec3 dir){ 

 if(diff >= 0){ 

  return vec4( (gl_TexCoordIn[0][5].xyz - diff*dir), 1 ); 

 } else { 

  return gl_TexCoordIn[0][5]; 

 } 

} 

 

 

void drawPoint(vec4 point){ 

  gl_Position = gl_ProjectionMatrix * point; 

  gl_TexCoord[5] = point; 

  EmitVertex(); 

} 

 

void main( void ) 

{ 

 

 edge1Pos = gl_ProjectionMatrix * gl_TexCoordIn[0][5];   

 edge2Pos = gl_ProjectionMatrix * gl_TexCoordIn[1][5]; 

 

 float multiplier = 40.0f; 

      edge1 = gl_TexCoordIn[0][5].xyz; 

 edge2 = gl_TexCoordIn[1][5].xyz;  

 centerOfEdge = 0.5 * ( edge1 + edge2 ); 

 

 vec3 lineToLight = normalize(gl_LightSource[0].position.xyz –  

  centerOfEdge); 

 vec3 viewVector = normalize(-centerOfEdge); 

 

 //vec3 viewDirection = normalize(vec3(vec4(viewPosition, 1.0) - 

modelMatrix * gl_Vertex)); 

  

 

// It's only a silhouette if one facet faces front and one 

// faces back (e.g., 1 dot prod positive, 1 negative) 

 

 if ( dot(gl_TexCoordIn[0][0].xyz,lineToLight) *  

 dot(gl_TexCoordIn[0][1].xyz,lineToLight) <= 0 )  

 

 { 

 

  // draw the light source 

 

  vec3 L1 = gl_LightSource[0].position.xyz + light1; 
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  vec3 L2 = gl_LightSource[0].position.xyz + light2; 

 

  vec3 L3 = gl_LightSource[0].position.xyz + light3; 

 

  vec3 L4 = gl_LightSource[0].position.xyz + light4; 

 

 

 

// dir1 and dir2 are the vectors from each point to the 

center of the light 

 

  vec3 dir1 = normalize( edge1 – 

 gl_LightSource[0].position.xyz ); 

 

  vec3 dir2 = normalize( edge2 –  

   gl_LightSource[0].position.xyz ); 

 

 

  

 

  // Check if this is a front or back facing shadow quad...  

 

  //vec3 eysSpaceEdgeNorm = normalize( edge1 ); 

 

  //vec3 normCrossDown = cross( eysSpaceEdgeNorm, dir1 ); 

 

  //bool windingWrong = dot( normCrossDown, (edge2 - edge1 )) 

< 0; 

 

  //float dotPd = windingWrong ? 

dot(gl_TexCoordIn[0][0].xyz,lineToLight) : 

dot(gl_TexCoordIn[0][1].xyz,lineToLight); 

 

  //gl_TexCoord[4] = vec4( dotPd < 0 ? 1 : 0 );  

// 1 = back facing, 0 = frong facing 

 

  //float facing = dotPd < 0 ? 1 : 0;  

 

  //gl_Layer = dotPd < 0 ? 1 : 0 ; 

 

  

 

 

  // find out which point is closer to the light 

 

  vec3 e1dist = edge1 - gl_LightSource[0].position.xyz; 

 

  vec3 e2dist = edge2 - gl_LightSource[0].position.xyz; 

 

 

  // if diff is positive, then e1 was farther 

 

  // if diff is negative, then e2 was farther 
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  float diff = length(e1dist) - length(e2dist); 

 

 

  if(diff < 0){ 

 

   // move the farther point up to the closer point 

 

   gl_Position = gl_ProjectionMatrix * vec4(( edge2 + 

 diff*dir2), 1); 

 

   gl_TexCoord[5] = vec4( (edge2 + diff*dir2), 1 );  

 

  } else { 

 

   gl_Position = gl_PositionIn[1]; 

 

   gl_TexCoord[5] = gl_TexCoordIn[1][5]; 

 

  } 

 

 

  edge2Tex = gl_TexCoord[5]; 

 

 

  // 1 

 

  if(diff >= 0){ 

 

   // move the father point up to the closer point 

 

   gl_Position = gl_ProjectionMatrix * vec4(( edge1 – 

 diff*dir1), 1); 

 

   gl_TexCoord[5] = vec4( (edge1 - diff*dir1), 1 ); 

 

 

  } else { 

 

   gl_Position = gl_PositionIn[0]; 

 

   gl_TexCoord[5] = gl_TexCoordIn[0][5]; 

 

  } 

 

  //EmitVertex(); 

 

  edge1Tex = gl_TexCoord[5]; 

 

 

  /** find e2Vec (the vector to the farthest point on the  

  light) */ 
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  vec3 vEdge2ToEdge1 = normalize(vec3(edge1Tex) –  

   vec3(edge2Tex)); 

 

 

 

  vec3 vEdge2ToLight1 = normalize(L1 - vec3(edge2Tex)); 

 

  vec3 vEdge2ToLight2 = normalize(L2 - vec3(edge2Tex)); 

 

  vec3 vEdge2ToLight3 = normalize(L3 - vec3(edge2Tex)); 

 

  vec3 vEdge2ToLight4 = normalize(L4 - vec3(edge2Tex)); 

 

   

 

  float magOfLight1 = length(vEdge2ToEdge1 + vEdge2ToLight1); 

 

  float magOfLight2 = length(vEdge2ToEdge1 + vEdge2ToLight2); 

 

  float magOfLight3 = length(vEdge2ToEdge1 + vEdge2ToLight3); 

 

  float magOfLight4 = length(vEdge2ToEdge1 + vEdge2ToLight4); 

 

 

/* now find out which one is the farthest by comparing 

magnitudes */ 

 

 

 

  vec3 wedgeLine1; 

 

  if(magOfLight1 >= magOfLight2 && magOfLight1 >=  

magOfLight3 && magOfLight1 >= magOfLight4){ 

 

   wedgeLine1 = L1 - vec3(edge2Tex); 

 

  } 

 

 

  else if(magOfLight2 >= magOfLight1 && magOfLight2 >=  

   magOfLight3 && magOfLight2 >= magOfLight4){ 

 

   wedgeLine1 = L2 - vec3(edge2Tex); 

 

  }  

 

 

  else if(magOfLight3 >= magOfLight2 && magOfLight3 >=  

   magOfLight1 && magOfLight3 >= magOfLight4){ 

 

   wedgeLine1 = L3 - vec3(edge2Tex); 
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  } 

 

 

  else{ 

 

   wedgeLine1 = L4 - vec3(edge2Tex); 

 

  } 

 

 

 

  e2Vec = normalize(-wedgeLine1); 

 

 

  /******now do the same for edge1 (the other side) *****/ 

 

 

 

  vec3 vEdge1ToEdge2 = normalize(vec3(edge2Tex) – 

 vec3(edge1Tex)); 

 

  vec3 vEdge1ToLight1 = normalize(L1 - vec3(edge1Tex)); 

 

  vec3 vEdge1ToLight2 = normalize(L2 - vec3(edge1Tex)); 

 

  vec3 vEdge1ToLight3 = normalize(L3 - vec3(edge1Tex)); 

 

  vec3 vEdge1ToLight4 = normalize(L4 - vec3(edge1Tex)); 

 

  magOfLight1 = length(vEdge1ToEdge2 + vEdge1ToLight1); 

  magOfLight2 = length(vEdge1ToEdge2 + vEdge1ToLight2); 

  magOfLight3 = length(vEdge1ToEdge2 + vEdge1ToLight3); 

  magOfLight4 = length(vEdge1ToEdge2 + vEdge1ToLight4); 

 

 

/* now find out which one is the farthest by comparing 

magnitudes */ 

 

if(magOfLight1 >= magOfLight2 && magOfLight1 >=  

magOfLight3 && magOfLight1 >= magOfLight4){ 

   wedgeLine1 = L1 - vec3(edge1Tex); 

  } 

 

 

  else if(magOfLight2 >= magOfLight1 && magOfLight2 >=  

   magOfLight3 && magOfLight2 >= magOfLight4){ 

   wedgeLine1 = L2 - vec3(edge1Tex); 

  }  

 

 

  else if(magOfLight3 >= magOfLight2 && magOfLight3 >=  

   magOfLight1 && magOfLight3 >= magOfLight4){ 

   wedgeLine1 = L3 - vec3(edge1Tex); 

  } 
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  else{ 

   wedgeLine1 = L4 - vec3(edge1Tex); 

  } 

 

  e1Vec = normalize(-wedgeLine1); 

 

 

/*******find back plane vec (the vector to the 

opposite side of the light *******/ 

 

 

  // first find the center of the edge 

 

  vec3 centerOfEdge = (vec3(edge1Tex) + vec3(edge2Tex))/2.0; 

 

 

  // then find the vector perpendicular to the  

// edge and the vector 

 

    // created by the line from the center of the  

// light to center of the edge 

 

 

  vec3 edgeToLight = normalize( 

gl_LightSource[0].position.xyz - centerOfEdge); 

 

  vec3 perpEdge = normalize( 

cross(vEdge2ToEdge1, edgeToLight)); 

 

   

  vec3 vEdgeToLight1 = normalize(L1 - centerOfEdge); 

  vec3 vEdgeToLight2 = normalize(L2 - centerOfEdge); 

 

    vec3 vEdgeToLight3 = normalize(L3 - centerOfEdge); 

  vec3 vEdgeToLight4 = normalize(L4 - centerOfEdge); 

 

 

    magOfLight1 = length(perpEdge + vEdgeToLight1); 

 

  magOfLight2 = length(perpEdge + vEdgeToLight2); 

 

  magOfLight3 = length(perpEdge + vEdgeToLight3); 

 

  magOfLight4 = length(perpEdge + vEdgeToLight4); 

 

 

 

  if(magOfLight1 >= magOfLight2 && magOfLight1 >=  

magOfLight3 && magOfLight1 >= magOfLight4){ 

 

   wedgeLine1 = L1 - centerOfEdge; 
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  } 

 

 

  else if(magOfLight2 >= magOfLight1 && magOfLight2 >=  

   magOfLight3 && magOfLight2 >= magOfLight4){ 

 

   wedgeLine1 = L2 - centerOfEdge; 

 

  }  

 

 

  else if(magOfLight3 >= magOfLight2 && magOfLight3 >=  

   magOfLight1 && magOfLight3 >= magOfLight4){ 

 

   wedgeLine1 = L3 - centerOfEdge; 

 

  } 

 

 

  else{ 

 

   wedgeLine1 = L4 - centerOfEdge; 

 

  } 

 

 

 

  backPlaneVec = normalize(-wedgeLine1); 

 

 

 

  /******* find front plane vec *****/ 

 

 

  // for the front plane just invert the perp edge 

 

 

  perpEdge = - perpEdge; 

 

 

 

    magOfLight1 = length(perpEdge + vEdgeToLight1); 

 

  magOfLight2 = length(perpEdge + vEdgeToLight2); 

 

  magOfLight3 = length(perpEdge + vEdgeToLight3); 

 

  magOfLight4 = length(perpEdge + vEdgeToLight4); 

 

 

 

  if(magOfLight1 >= magOfLight2 && magOfLight1 >=  

magOfLight3 && magOfLight1 >= magOfLight4){ 
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   wedgeLine1 = L1 - centerOfEdge; 

 

  } 

 

 

  else if(magOfLight2 >= magOfLight1 && magOfLight2 >=  

   magOfLight3 && magOfLight2 >= magOfLight4){ 

 

   wedgeLine1 = L2 - centerOfEdge; 

 

  }  

 

 

  else if(magOfLight3 >= magOfLight2 && magOfLight3 >=  

   magOfLight1 && magOfLight3 >= magOfLight4){ 

 

   wedgeLine1 = L3 - centerOfEdge; 

 

  } 

 

 

  else{ 

 

   wedgeLine1 = L4 - centerOfEdge; 

 

  } 

 

 

  frontPlaneVec = normalize(-wedgeLine1); 

 

 

 

   /*******now find the normals for the planes ******/ 

 

 

  vec3 backPlaneNormal =  

normalize(cross(vEdge1ToEdge2, backPlaneVec)); 

 

  vec3 frontPlaneNormal =  

normalize(cross(vEdge1ToEdge2, frontPlaneVec)); 

 

  vec3 e1PlaneNormal = normalize(cross(perpEdge, e1Vec)); 

  vec3 e2PlaneNormal = normalize(cross(perpEdge, e2Vec)); 

 

 

  /******* which are front facing? *******/ 

 

 

  vec3 viewPos = viewVector; //normalize(viewPosition); 

  // 0 - e1 first 

 

 

  facing[0] = ceil(dot(-e1PlaneNormal, viewPos));  
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// 1 for front facing and 0 for back facing 

 

 

  // e2 

 

  facing[1] = ceil(dot(e2PlaneNormal, viewPos));  

// 1 for front facing and 0 for back facing  

 

 

  // front 

 

  facing[2] = ceil(dot(frontPlaneNormal, viewPos));  

// 1 for front facing and 0 for back facing 

 

 

  // back 

 

  facing[3] = ceil(dot(-backPlaneNormal, viewPos));  

// 1 for front facing and 0 for back facing 

 

 

 

 

  /**** with these we can find the edges of our wedge*****/ 

 

 

 

 

  /*** Back ***/ 

 

  vec3 e1Back = cross(e1PlaneNormal, backPlaneNormal); 

 

 

  BackVerts[0] = drawEdge1(diff, dir1); 

 

  BackVerts[1] = BackVerts[0] - vec4(multiplier * e1Back, 1); 

 

  BackVerts[2] = drawEdge2(diff, dir2); 

 

   

 

  vec3 e2Back = cross(e2PlaneNormal, backPlaneNormal); 

 

 

 

  BackVerts[3] = BackVerts[2] - vec4(multiplier * e2Back, 1); 

 

 

  /*** Front ***/ 

 

  FrontVerts[0] = BackVerts[0]; 
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  vec3 e1Front = cross(e1PlaneNormal, frontPlaneNormal); 

 

 

  FrontVerts[1] = FrontVerts[0] –  

vec4(multiplier * e1Front, 1); 

 

 

  vec3 e2Front = cross(e2PlaneNormal, frontPlaneNormal); 

 

 

  FrontVerts[2] = BackVerts[2]; 

 

  FrontVerts[3] = FrontVerts[2] –  

vec4(multiplier * e2Front, 1); 

 

 

  /*** E1 ***/ 

 

 

  E1Verts[0] = BackVerts[0]; 

 

  E1Verts[1] = BackVerts[1]; 

 

  E1Verts[2] = FrontVerts[1]; 

 

 

  /*** E2 ***/ 

 

 

  E2Verts[0] = BackVerts[2]; 

 

  E2Verts[1] = BackVerts[3]; 

 

  E2Verts[2] = FrontVerts[3]; 

 

 

  /***************** Draw the Planes ********************/ 

 

 

 

  /*** Draw Back Facing first ***/ 

 

   

  if(facing[0] < .5){ 

 

   // e1 

 

   gl_TexCoord[4] = vec4(facing[0], facing[0], 1, 1); 

 

    

 

   drawPoint(E1Verts[0]); 
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   drawPoint(E1Verts[1]); 

 

   drawPoint(E1Verts[2]); 

   EndPrimitive(); 

  } 

 

 

 

  if(facing[1] < .5){ 

 

   // E2  

 

   gl_TexCoord[4] = vec4(facing[1], facing[1], 1, 1); 

 

   drawPoint(E2Verts[0]); 

 

   drawPoint(E2Verts[1]); 

 

   drawPoint(E2Verts[2]); 

   EndPrimitive(); 

  } 

 

   

 

  if(facing[2] < .5){ 

 

   // Front 

 

   gl_TexCoord[4] = vec4(facing[2], facing[2], 1, 1); 

 

   drawPoint(FrontVerts[0]); 

 

   drawPoint(FrontVerts[1]); 

 

   drawPoint(FrontVerts[2]); 

 

   drawPoint(FrontVerts[3]); 

 

  EndPrimitive(); 

 

  } 

 

   

 

  

 

  if(facing[3] < .5){ 

 

  //  Back 

 

   gl_TexCoord[4] = vec4(facing[3], facing[3], 1, 1); 

 

   drawPoint(BackVerts[0]); 
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   drawPoint(BackVerts[1]); 

 

   drawPoint(BackVerts[2]); 

   drawPoint(BackVerts[3]); 

   EndPrimitive(); 

    

  } 

 

   

 

 

  /*** Draw Front Faces second ***/ 

 

   

 

  if(facing[0] == 1){ 

 

   // e1 

 

   gl_TexCoord[4] =  vec4(facing[0], facing[0], 1, 1); 

 

    

 

   drawPoint(E1Verts[0]); 

 

   drawPoint(E1Verts[1]); 

 

   drawPoint(E1Verts[2]); 

   EndPrimitive(); 

  } 

 

 

 

  if(facing[1] == 1){ 

 

  //  E2  

 

   gl_TexCoord[4] = vec4(facing[1], facing[1], 1, 1); 

 

   drawPoint(E2Verts[0]); 

 

   drawPoint(E2Verts[1]); 

 

   drawPoint(E2Verts[2]); 

   EndPrimitive(); 

  } 

 

 

 

  if(facing[2] == 1){ 

 

  // Front  
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   gl_TexCoord[4] = vec4(facing[2], facing[2], 1, 1); 

 

   drawPoint(FrontVerts[0]); 

 

   drawPoint(FrontVerts[1]); 

 

   drawPoint(FrontVerts[2]); 

 

   drawPoint(FrontVerts[3]); 

 

   EndPrimitive(); 

 

  } 

 

   

 

  if(facing[3] == 1){ 

 

  // Back 

 

   gl_TexCoord[4] = vec4(facing[3], facing[3], 1, 1); 

 

   drawPoint(BackVerts[0]); 

 

   drawPoint(BackVerts[1]); 

 

   drawPoint(BackVerts[2]); 

 

   drawPoint(BackVerts[3]); 

   EndPrimitive(); 

  } 

 

  

 } 

} 


